
1. Programme Proposal opportunity comes to the attention of FM 98.1

Proposer approaches 98.1 – eg. approaches
individual Volunteer, Reception, or PS-C

98.1 approaches potential Proposer with an idea or
suggestion, including annual calls for grid applications

3. Programme Sub-Committee investigates, checks suitability and credentials

Check Proposal(s), including the proposer, against FM 98.1 policies

- Contact details
- Check whether Proposer already engaged at 98.1
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- Probity, suitability, appropriate and interesting content
- Check that contact intends for programme to be produced

4. Programming Sub-Committee makes recommendations to CoM

6. Programming Sub-Committee and Proposer plan the programme

PS-C identifies Programming and Production requirements, assigns programme to a slot

PS-C keeps CoM appraised of progress on all Proposals, via PS-C minutes as submitted to CoM

PS-C advises Proposer, offers assistance

PS-C advises CoM of all Programme Proposals received

PS-C prepares background briefing for PS-C agenda papers in which
suitability of Programme Proposals are checked in relation to compliance with station policies

Recommendations to CoM as a Motion, included in PS-C minutes submitted to CoM, including:
- All Programming Proposals recommended for acceptance
- All Programming Proposals recommended for rejection, referring to the specific reason from a station

policy
- Feedback about Programme Proposals from Programme Proposers, including reports and complaints.
This will be a standing item in the CoM minutes (they will be referred to at each CoM meeting).

5. Committee of Management

CoM makes decision on PS-C Motion to accept/reject Programme Proposal(s)

Approval by CoM to accept/reject  is a singular decision based upon a single proposal. Approval continues
provided compliance with policies does not subsequently change. Rejection has no bearing upon future proposals.

Check point Reject - policy and suitability
reasons recorded in CoM minutes
and advised in writing to proposer

Continue if accepted

2. Programme Proposal documentation distributed by PS-C – forms, policies, etc.

Assistance given to Proposer(s) by PS-C – what details are required of them, advised of policy
requirements, advice about suitable content, etc.
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11. Programme Proposer encouraged to report to 98.1

Proposer makes observations:
- How successful was your proposal?
- Were you satisfied with the response to your

programme proposal?
- Was programme conducted according to plan?

Proposer makes recommendations:
- Would make another proposal
- Become a regular programmer
- Would not make another programme

proposal?
- More appropriate for a different presenter?
- Suggest ideas for topics for next time

Proposer makes housekeeping requests:
- Were arrangements suitable?
- Was communication adequate?
- Would you like any different kinds of

assistance?

These questions could be put on a simple form,
especially for new programme proposers.

Proposer may report to the PS-C or the President.
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8. Programme Produced

Proposer, Programming and Production make all arrangements
for the production and broadcast of the programme

PS-C keeps CoM appraised of
progress, via PS-C minutes

9. FM 98.1 and Proposer conduct programme/present content

10. Presenter reports to PS-C

Date, time, presenter’s name(s), programme title, how presented (live or recorded).

Presenter makes recommendations to Programming Sub-Committee. How successful was it?:
- Have them propose again?
- For new proposer, have them become a regular contributor, as programmer or presenter?
- Topic/programme ideas for next time
- Coaching, guidance, technical advice to proposer
- What was the public response?
- Was programme conducted according to plan?

Check point

7. PS-C makes Production arrangements

PS-C advises Proposer of time and place for any production activities, and any housekeeping details
(parking, disabled access, tea/coffee, membership, sponsorship, etc)

Don’t have them propose to 98.1 again

Propose again - same or different slot,
same or different topics, etc.


